
Tobacco

We know the tobacco market

As an industry leader in printing and flexible packaging with extensive experience in 
the tobacco market, we understand your package is your number-one advertising and 
promotional vehicle. We can help you take full advantage of this by creating promotional 
programs that complement your product and your package, to encourage trial, incite 
repeat purchases, and help build your brand personality and brand identity.

Overcome your toughest promotional challenges

Even in a highly regulated environment, there are wide-ranging opportunities to promote your brand and connect deeper with 
your customer. Rely on our skill and expertise to create innovative new ways to enhance your brand presence and personality, 
attract new customers, build loyalty, and reward existing customers.
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Leave the details to us

With extensive and complicated details like security challenges and complex 
constructions with which to contend, it's crucial you involve experts to produce 
high-impact promotional strategies that deliver the results you need.

Promotional inserts

Incorporate intrigue inside packs, pouches and tins with robust marketing tactics 
such as variable imaging, overwrapped multi-folded pieces, gaming, numbering, or 
unique collectibles.

Promotional onserts

Apply unique pressure-sensitive onserts to packs and pouches with numbering, 
variable imaging, overwrapped multi-folded pieces, gaming, or unique collectibles.

Extended-text labels

Expand your printable label space to include regulatory requirements, multiple 
languages, cross-selling messages, and more. Booklets contain your messaging 
without cluttering your package design.

FRESH IDEAS IN 
TOBACCO PROMOTIONS
• Collectibles

• Variable Imaging/Numbering

• Pressure Sensitive

• Scented/Scratch ‘n Sniff

• Coupons

• Overwrap Promotions

• Loyalty Programs

• Interactive Games

• Banding Pack Labels

• RFID/NFC Security Products

• Complex Folding

• And More …



®

Innovation for Impact

For more information:
call 877-977-5177

email marketing@wspackaging.com
or visit wspackaging.com

Trademarks pictured are the property 
of their respective owners. 

Put the power of our innovation to work for you!

With printing and packaging facilities across the U.S. and in Mexico, WS Packaging Group 
is one of the largest printing and label converting operations in North America. We produce 
high-quality label and packaging products for customers from emerging start-up companies 
to category-leading Fortune 500 brands. We offer extensive capabilities in flexographic, 
screen, digital, and offset printing; finishing effects like hot and cold foiling and embossing; 
in-house R&D teams for innovative constructions and product development, resulting in 
multiple industry patents; state-of-the-art research labs; and a proprietary online ordering, 
proofing, and brand graphics management system capable of seamlessly managing 
thousands of SKUs.

WS Packaging Group provides a complete label and packaging solution because we’re the 
only converter that is an OEM of standard and customized label application equipment.

Labeling and promotions 
for a wide range of 
tobacco products 

Tins

• Top labels: single-ply, Dri/Release™

• Side wraps: paper, film, pressure-
sensitive, special tear tape

• Bottom labels: instant redeemable, multi-
ply,  gaming, variable imaging, numbering

• Overwrapped inserts: coupons, gaming, 
variable imaging, numbering, scratch-off, 
RFID/NFC

• Shrink sleeves for multiple tins

Pouches: Roll-Your-Own; Pipe Tobacco

• Onserts: coupons, gaming, single- and 
multi-ply, variable imaging, numbering, 
scratch-off, RFID/NFC, instant 
redeemable

• Overwrapped inserts: coupons, gaming, 
variable imaging, numbering, scratch-off, 
RFID/NFC, instant redeemable

Cigars

• Onserts: coupons, gaming, single- and 
multi-ply, variable imaging, numbering, 
scratch-off, RFID/NFC, instant 
redeemable

• Folding cartons: packs, cartons, single 
cigar box, special

Cigarettes

• Inserts and onserts: instant redeemable, 
cross-marketing/promotional, numbering, 
DOJ compliance, ingredient disclosure, 
RFID/NFC

Take your tobacco brand to the next level

Discover the best combination of promotional tactics to amplify your 
customer's brand experience: 

Innovative tobacco promotions 
Creative promotional strategies can include special incentives inserted with 
the product or attached to the packaging. We offer a wide range of coupon 
and reward options that provide a unique way of inciting trial, increase loyalty, 
and deliver promotional or educational messages to tobacco consumers.

Security for promotions, product kitting and premiums 
We know the importance of brand loyalty and the role special offers and 
premiums play in building affinity between consumers and their brands of 
choice. We’re experts at designing and producing promotional offers from 
game pieces to coupons to special premiums. To guard the integrity of your 
promotion, we offer a full range of security options matched to your specific 
needs:

• Secure facilities that have been audited by some of America’s largest 
consumer products companies that promote their products and brands 
on a national and international scale.

• Proprietary production software allows variable imaging printing to 
provide instant security. 

• Unique alphanumeric codes provide added security for printed and 
online applications. 

• Variable imaging is done fully in-line.

• Our production facilities follow full chain-of-custody verification for every 
step in the operation. 


